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The Photo Center NW is pleased to announce Author and Subject: Contemporary 
Queer Photography. This exhibition focuses on ten contemporary queer 
photographers who explore ideas of identity, gender, courage, relationships, sexuality 
and the human form. Scheduled to run concurrently with the Tacoma Art Museum’s 
HIDE/SEEK: Difference and Desire in American Portraiture, this exhibition sheds 
light on a younger generation of queer artists working in the photographic medium 
locally and around the country. In the spirit of celebration around queer art, the 
Photo Center is launching this exhibition with an exciting opening reception that will 
feature music, performance, youth, art and community!  The opening reception willl 
include a fearless live performance by boylesque sensation Waxie Moon, challenging 
notions of gender, sexuality and performance art. With artists flying in from around 
the country, it will also present local folk band Tenderfoot, representatives from 
Queer Youth Space and A. Slaven and Adrien Leavitt, founders and DJ’s of LICK! 
and creators of the new queer zine, #1 Must Have, which will be available and 
accompanied by an installation of photos in the upstairs gallery.

Chicago artist Kelli Connell’s images appear to document a relationship between 
two women who seem to be twins–and incestuous twins at that. In fact, Connell 
has photographed the same model portraying both of the women and then digitally 
combined the two images so seamlessly that not a trace remains of their construction. 
Seattle-based Molly Landreth offers a more extensive approach to queer portraiture 
with her project, Embodiment: A Portrait of Queer Life in America, while Chad States 
taps into the mysticism and secrecy that still exists and surrounds queer culture. He 
documents hidden points of encounter in public spaces where homosexual men meet 
to engage in sexual interactions. 
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Katie Koti challenges rigid dichotomies of identity and exposes the struggle an 
individual can go through inside of their own skin by engaging her subjects with 
an ambiguous landscape. Through their trickster alter egos, Beaster and Bear, 
Chesser and Miller create complex narratives that explore the politics of gay culture, 
spirituality, and man’s relationship to nature. Peruvian artist, Rafael Soldi, approaches 
homosexuality from a cultural perspective; his images represent his struggle to 
surface from darkness and  uses his relationship with a pervious partner as an 
anchor for coming to terms with and defining his sexuality while transitioning from 
one country to another. Lorenzo Triburgo’s Transportraits are a series of portraits 
focused on transgendered men while Sophia Wallace explores the gendering of 
aesthetics and how the concept of beauty is tied to sexual objectification.
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